
Our Risk Assessment for Weddings

We want to make sure that everyone who experiences a Dreamcatcher event has a great time,
but more importantly that everyone is safe. Our risk assessment covers everything we feel
could cause an accident or injury and how we can eliminate this from happening.

Potential risk What we’ll do Who’s responsible

Tripping over any of our
equipment when setting up
the wedding ‘corner’.

The team will work in a tidy
fashion however there will be
bags and boxes that are being

unpacked or packed.

The team.
It’s unlikely that there will be
people around when we’re
setting up but if there is
please ensure that a
responsible adult is

supervising young children.
The teepee(s) falling over. The teepee(s) are not to be

played with or moved once
the team leaves.

If outdoors they will be
secured into the grass.

Adults are to ensure that the
children don’t move the

teepee(s) or play with them.
Children under three years
old should be supervised by

an adult.
The tent(s) falling flat. We have safety ropes in place

to stop the tent(s) from falling
flat.

The team.
Adults are to make sure that
these safety ropes are not

removed.
The tent(s) falling over. The tent(s) are not to be

played with or moved once
the team leaves.

Adults are to ensure that
children don’t move the
tent(s) or play with them.
Children under three years
old should be supervised by

an adult.
Tripping over. The team will ensure that

there is nothing to cause trips
or falls but please be aware
that some items will be placed
outside of the teepee(s) or

tent(s).

The team.

Choking on sweets. We provide are jar of sweets
for every guest using the

wedding ‘corner’.

Adults are to make sure that
young children don’t eat the
sweets which could cause

choking.
Cuts or scrapes on broken

items.
Any decorative items are for
that purpose only and

shouldn’t be played with. The
sweet jars are glass.

Adults are to make sure that
any decorative items are not
played with and if anything
breaks please remove it and
give it to the team when they

arrive to pack down.

[Team = Dreamcatcher representatives]


